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In a previous paper I mentioned some linear displacements in a
manifold of matrices.D The present paper is devoted to a study of the
most general displacements in a manifold of a matrices and of their
various special cases. Applications of this theory to geometry and to
the theory of spinors in quantum mechanics will be considered in
succeeding papers.

1. Let us define the covariant differential of a matrix A=(())
along some direction in the manifold of matrices by

(1) 7A=dA+ F(A)
where F(A) is a matrix whose elements are homogeneous functions of
the first dimension with respect to the matrix A, i.e.

(2) r(A)= *--r(eA)
for any quantity p. By the transformation of matrix A--pA, i.e. by
the variation of the weight of the matrix A, F(A) let be transformed into

(3) F(A)=Ad log+ F(A),
then it follows immediately

(4) "A=IpA
P

2. We consider

(5)
VA

which is a matrix whose elements F(A) are also matrices, whereM

the row and the column are interchanged" (FA)= 3F(A) Making

use of the notation
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(6) F.A= r(A) AA
we have

(7) FA" A=F(A) r,,. A=0,
by which (1) can be written in the form

(8) A=dA+ r.. A
Especially, when the matrix is reduced to a unit matrix E, then (8)
becomes

(9) vE=ri
where Fg denotes the-norm of the matrix

3. We draw into consideration a group of transformations of
matrices , whose one element is

(10) A= VAW,
V and W being both square matrices. We call such a matrix a con-
travariant matrixor of order one, which depends on the matrix A, and
undergoes exactly the same transformation as matrix A"

(11) M-= VM(A) W.
By the assumption that the parameter matrix of the displacement F is
transformed by this transformation (10) as follows"

r(A)= VF(A)W-dVAW- VAdW
(12)

F(A)= V-F(A)W-+ V-dVA+AdWW-it follows
(13) A=VTAW

that is, the matrix TA is also a matrixor of order one.
4. Let AoB denote the matrix whose elements are also matrices

((AB))(,M) for which 2 and M are fixed. Then we have the rule
of change of the parameter matrices differentiated by A F.

F.---(V W-1)FA(W V-1)-dVV-*oE-E W-*dW,
(t4)

F=(V- x W)Fa(W-x V)+ V-dVoE+EodWW-where Vx W denotes the general product of the matrices ((VW))
and not ((V W)). Making use of the elements of the matrices, (14)
will be written in the form

r v-’r" v-’-W -dV -v , -EW-dW(15) ’M L V.Erw v-w,,W-VS+EaW -W ,+V-*,d
being
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(16)
5. From (15) we see easily

(17) /-’aa=(Vx W-x W-’)F4(Wx V-Xx V-).

M12We call r-ple matrix M=(( ,.::::::,)) a contravariant resp.

covan ma$ of der r, when it is transformed by the trans-
formation (10) according to the equation

M=(Vx Vx x V)(Wx Wx x W) resp.
(18)

and Lhe

(19) M():(Vx Vx x Vx -Xx -x x -)
)(Wx Wx x Wx V-’ x V-’ x x V-’).

Then we LhaL is a mixed maLrixor of order 3, which is of
eovarianL order two and of eonLravarianL order one.

Put
(20)

then we have

(21) F.za= W-’F.V-’,
which shows that F.AA is a contravariant matrixor of order one.

6. The quantity F.A FJ changes by the transformation (10) into

(22) F.= F.A-- dV- V-t- W-t- dW
F.A-d log Vl -d log

where VI denotes the determinant of the square matrix V.
7. We shall proceed to discuss a special case VW=E. In this

case the difference between contravariant and covariant vanishes. In
fact, the inverse transformation of (10) is

M--- WMV,
which we can write

M= VMW
M being the matrix, which we obtain from M by the interchanging
rows and columns. For this reason we cannot recognize the difference
between contravariant and covariant, for example, (17) becomes in
this case

raa=(Vx Vx V)F,(Wx Wx W).
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The following results are obtained easily.
(I) The norm of matrixor o order one is invariant under the

group. More generally, the norm o a matrixor o order is a matrixor
of order r-1.

(II) Let A and B be both matrixors of order one, then A-B is
invariant under the group and AB is also a matrixor of order one.

(III) F. is an invariant under the group.
(IV) [i-I4-E is a matrixor of order one.

For N_Cv VrffW-dVV-L W-dWK
w avw vaw

vrw
/ is a matrixor of order one.(v)

Put

(23)

then we have

(r) _(r+
(r)=(v v)(r)(w w),

from which follows
(VI) (F) is a matrixor of order two.
The theories of the linear transformation group, of the manifold

of mixed tensors of the second order, and of spinors all belong to this
case.

8. In the theories of the manifold of contravariant or covariant
tensors and of quadratic forms, it is V= W. In this case the eontra-
variant resp. covariant matrixor of order one M transforms according
to the equation

M= VMV resp. M= V-MV.


